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ABSTRACT

tance through its possible connection with compressor
surge and because the appearance of the more or less
regular phenomenon may indicate that the compressor
is operating near its surge line.
During the past few years experimental observations
at several research institutions and manufacturing
establishments have indicated stall propagation in a
variety of compressors. Unfortunately, most of this
information exists only in private communications.
It is probable, however, that the regularity was first
recognized by Emmons together with his co-workers at
Harvard University, and some of their findings have
recently been reported in reference 1. Of the available experimental results concerning stall propagation,
the most detailed and complete are those of Rannie
and Iura, 2 performed at the California Institute of
Technology on a large three-stage axial compressor.
Knowledge of these experiments has been the principal
guide in the present formulation of the problem.
The results of Rannie and Iura indicate that two
types of stall propagation occur whilh are, at least
superficially, different; in one the stall covers the entire
blade length, in the other only a portion of the blade
length. As the compressor is throttled, a single
stalled area is observed which covers only the root or
tip regions of a few blades. With further throttling
two, three, or more similar regions appear, uniformly
spaced about the periphery. The propagation speed remains remarkably constant as throttling proceeds.
Finally, with further decrease in flow, the pattern
changes to a single region extending over the blade
length; this change is accompanied by a small decrease
in propagating speed. This type of pattern persists
until the flow is nearly shut off, the peripheral extent
of the stalled region increasing as the flow is reduced.
Some information on experiences with other machines
has been reported by Huppert and Benser.3
The basic features of the stall propagation phenomenon seem to be quite clear. When the blade row
operates at nearly its stall angle, any small disturbance will cause one or more of the blades to stall. The
stall reduces the blade force and decreases the local
pressure rise across the blade row so that the flow will
be retarded near the stalled region and diverted to
either side. Depending upon the geometry of the
blade row, the flow angles upstream of the blade row
will be increased on one side and decreased on the other.
Where the flow angles increase, neighboring blades
stall and the stalled region propagates in that direction. Where flow angles are decreased, blades already

. Recent experimental observations on compressors, in particular those of Rannie and Iura, have clarified some features of
the phenomenon of stall propagation. Using these observations
as a guide, the process of stall in an airfoil cascade has been characterized by a static pressure loss across the cascade which increases discontinuously at the stall angle, the turning angle being
affected in only a minor way. Deductions from this simple
model yield the essential features of stall propagation such as
dependence of the extent of stalled region upon operating conditions, the pressure loss associated with stall, and the angular
velocity of stall propagation. Using two-dimensional approximation for a stationary or rotating blade row, free from interference of adjacent blade rows, extent of the stalled region, the total
pressure loss and stall propagation speed are discussed in detail
for a general cascade characteristic. Employing these results,
the effect of stall propagation upon the performance of a singlestage axial compressor is illustrated and the mechanism of entering the regime of stall propagation is discussed. The essential
points of the results seem to agree with experimental evidence.

IF

INTRODUCTION

THE RATE AT WHICH FLUID passes through a compressor blade row is decreased while the rotative
speed remains constant, the angles of attack of the compressor blades eventually exceed that for which unseparated flow is possible. Individual blades then
behave in a manner somewhat resembling stalled isolated airfoils and the compressor is said to stall. The
nature of compressor operation in the stall regime is of
considerable importance not only because of the attending loss in efficiency and pressure rise, but also due to
the fact that the onset of stall is accompanied by
pulsation and oscillating blade loads which may lead
to structural failure of the blades. The complexity
and general irregularity of the flow during stalled operation have, in the past, discouraged a detailed study.
Recently several experimental investigations have
demonstrated some regularities in the process. It
appears that the blades of a given blade row do not
stall simultaneously, but initially only a few blades
stall. Furthermore, it is observed that the stalled region of a blade row does not always consist of the
same group of blades but that the region moves about
the blade row at an appreciable fraction of the rotor
velocity. The name stall propagation or rotating stall
originates from this behavior. In addition to the reasons mentioned above, stall propagation is of imporReceived April 7, 1954.
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stalled may be relieved so that the stalled area retains
a definite length. The rate of propagation depends
upon some characteristic time associated with the stalling process. This characteristic time is related to the
process of boundary-layer separation and establishment of a "stalled" flow pattern from an unstalled
flow pattern. Some further results of Rannie and
Iura clarify this point. They observed that the removal of every second blade from one or more of the
blade rows had only a slight effect upon the speed of
stall propagation. Consequently the influence of time
required for boundary-layer separation must be rather
small, since the propagating speed would be inversely
proportional to the blade number if this were the governing phenomenon. Therefore the speed of propagation
must be associated with the time required for the existing pressure difference across the blade row to transform the flow pattern. This time is not strongly dependent upon the blade geometry or the blade gap.
On this basis an elementary model for the stalling process was constructed. Then it was not a difficult matter
to deduce the resulting details of stall propagation.
It is a pleasure for the author to express his deep
gratitude to Professor H. S. Tsien who supplied the impetus to start the investigation and the encouragement
to finish it. The initial formulation of the problem
and the requirements of the model for the stall process
were suggested by Dr. Tsien. Professor W. D. Rannie
likewise contributed greatly to the present picture of
stall propagation through illuminating discussion of
his experimental work. It was Dr. Rannie who first
pointed out that considerable clarity could be gained
by departing from the conventional formulation according to airfoil theory of cascades. Professor W. R.
Sears, Cornell University, has been most helpful; first
in communicating the results of his analysis prior to
publication, and later through stimulating discussion.
THE PHYSICAL MECHANISM OF STALL PROPAGATION

An airfoil exhibits two modes of operation: the
normal mode, many features of which are well described
by the theory of ideal fluids, and the stalled mode which
may be described roughly by the ideal flow about a
boundary consisting of a portion of the airfoil and a
constant pressure stream line that bounds the stagnant
wake. The pressure associated with the stream line
is, in this case, equal to the undisturbed static pressure
of the free stream. When airfoils are arranged in a
cascade or lattice, as they are in a compressor blade
row, they possess similar normal and stalled modes of
flow. In a compressor cascade, the blades act to reduce the flow velocity from upstream to downstream so
that for the normal mode of operation a static pressure
rise occurs across the blade row. Thus when one airfoil of a cascade is stalled for some reason, the situation
is somewhat different from that of an isolated airfoil
because now the pressure associated with the free
stream line is that far downstream of the cascade which
is considerably in excess of that upstream. Since the
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high pressure now penetrates to a point near the leading edge of the stalled airfoil, the pressure in the entire
vicinity is increased. As a consequence the velocity
approaching the channel formed by the stalled surface
and the next blade is reduced, as shown in Fig. 1, and
the quantity of fluid passing through the channel is
proportionately decreased.
Now if, during normal operation of the entire cascade,
one of the airfoils stalls, the flow pattern corresponding
to stall develops through intermediate stages indicated
in Fig. 2. As the separation point moves forward
from the trailing edge, the wake begins to develop
and spreads downstream with a velocity less than the
local free-stream velocity. The growth of the stall
region gradually rf'duces the flow through the passage
by diverting the fluid ahead of the cascade. The
time elapsed during transition from unstalled to stalled
velocity fields consists of that needed to separate the
boundary layer and that required for the existing pressure difference across the cascade to deform the flow
pattern. The latter is a simple inertial effect, while
the boundary-layer separation is more complicated;
actually the processes are not strictly independent.
The mechanism of stall propagation may be seen by
observing, from Fig. 2, that, during successive stages
in development of stall for one airfoil, the angle of
attack on the airfoil just above it is increased. When
this airfoil reaches its critical angle of attack, it too
stalls and the process continues as shown in Fig. 3.
Just how soon the adjacent airfoil begins to stall depends upon the normal angle of attack and the cascade
geometry as well as upon the rate with which the
neighboring flow field is modified by the airfoil
originally stalled. Furthermore, the angle of attack is
decreased upon the airfoils below the stalled one.
Therefore as the stall region grows upward, airfoils far
below will eventually become un stalled and the process
will settle down to a steady propagating stalled region
of constant length. The actual length depends, in
particular, upon the proximity of the normal angle of
attack to the stall angle.
The time required for the stall of one blade to deform
the flow sufficiently to stall the next airfoil is a most
significant item, and the factors that affect it may be
isolated by an approximate analysis of dynamic equilibrium of the flow while the airfoil is stalling. Suppose
that during normal operation a static pressure rise t::..p
takes place across the blade row. If the pressure rise
is small, it is related to the change t::..w in velocity from
inlet to outlet by t::..p = -pwt::..w. Now when the
blade stalls, the fluid passes through the stalled blade
channel with negligible rise in static pressure. Therefore, assuming the static pressure field downstream of
the blade row to be only slightly affected by the stall,
a pressure difference t::..p is available for retarding the
fluid which approaches from far upstream to flow
through the stalled blade channel. Since the blade
chord is neglected, the only characteristic length in the
problem is the gap g (or length of stalled region), thus
the pressure gradient that retards the flow is t::..p/"g,
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where K is a constant of proportionality. At the
initial instant of stall, where the approach velocity W
does not vary with distance upstream of the airfoil,
the rate of change of W is given by ow/at = - (1/ p)
(l1p / Kg). An estimate of the time T required for the
stalled pattern to develop may be obtained by assuming the transformation to continue at this rate. Now
since there is no pressure rise through the blade row in
stalled conditions, the flow approaching the blade
row must undergo a change in velocity almost equal
to I1w in order that it may discharge to the pressure
downstream of the blade row. Therefore, approximating Ow/at by I1w/T, it follows that t:,.W/T
-(I/p)(t:,.p/Kg) so that employing the relations between I1P and t:,.w,
WT/g = K
If the rotative speed of the compressor is QR and m is
the number of blades, then

WT/g

= [w/(QR)] [(QRmT)/(mg)]

where w/(QR) is usually about unity and for the present
consideration is constant. But mg = 21f-R and the
angular velocity of stall rotation is w = 21f-jmT, sihce
mT is the time required to stall the total number of
blades. Thus approximately WT / g = Q/ w, the ratio
of blade speed to that of stall propagation. Then
since WT/g = K the ratio of stall propagation and rotor
speeds is constant, w/Q = 1/K, and in particular is
independent of the blade gap as indicated in experiment.
It is usual that several blades are involved in observed stall propagation so that the blade spacing is
not the significant dimension but rather the length of
the stalled region. Consequently it is appropriate
to simplify the model to an actuating line across which
the velocities and pressure may change discontinuously.
It is convenient to think of this simplification carried
out by allowing the chord and gap to vanish simultaneously while their ratio remains fixed. Then it
remains only to assign realistic conditions on the
change of flow properties across the line.
To follow the convention found convenient in compressor practice, let the local inlet flow angle {31 be the
independent variable, Fig. 4, in describing the characteristics of the cascade. The performance of the
cascade is completely defined by prescribing (1) the
local turning angle or the outlet flow angle and (2)
the local static pressure rise across the cascade. The
discharge angle {32 is a well-determined function of the
inlet angle, and, in the absence of losses, the static
pressure rise is then fixed also. For considering the
flow with respect to the blade row in question and
accounting for the fact that the velocity U normal
to the cascade is equal ahead and behind the cascade,
the Bernoulli relation gives simply t:,.p = (1/2) P U2
(tan 2 81 - tan 2 (32). By virtue of the dependence of
82 upon {3r, the pressure rise across the cascade is determined. Now when a relation between t:,.p and (31
different from this is assigned, it can be possible only
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because the total pressure changes. Consequently
choosing t:,.P({31) is equivalent to assigning a value of
the total pressure loss at each value of the inlet angle.
During stall propagation the entire blade row is
operating sufficiently close to the angle of stall that
the cascade characteristic need be approximated near
this value; let {31 * be the inlet flow angle for which
the cascade stalls. Locally the turning angle is a
linear function of the inlet angle as shown in Fig. 5, and
there is experimental evidence to show that it is not
profoundly influenced by the stall. Then it may be
characterized by a discharge angle {32 * and a slope of
magnitUde a just prior to stall. The pressure rise
may likewise be approximated by a linear function of
the inlet angle below the stall angle, but it changes discontinuously at {31*' According to the discussion of
the stalling mechanism, the static pressure rise across
the cascade may be approximated reasonably well by
assuming it to vanish above the stall angle, to have a
value t:,.p* at {31*, and to have a slope b just prior to
stall. This approximation to the pressure rise characteristic is shown in Fig. 6.
Such characterization of the cascade performance
and stalling process differs from that employed by
Emmons or by Sears in either of his analyses. 4. 5 The
differences are not of great importance so far as the
un stalled cascade characteristic is concerned, for any
pair of performance parameters which depend upon
the upstream flow angle is adequate, although not
equally convenient. For example, the performance
of a cascade may be expressed by giving the lift coefficient CL and the drag coefficient CD as functions
of the angle of attack. Properly these coefficients are
based upon the geometric mean of the upstream and
downstream velocity vectors and the angle of attack
measured with respect to its direction {3m. Then if
Fx and FlI are the blade force components in the x and
y directions, respectively, referring to Fig. 7, the lift
and drag coefficients are just

CL
CD

=

(-Fx sin {3m
(Fx cos {3rn

+ Fy cos (3m)

+ Fy sin (3m)

[(C/2)pU2(1

+ tan

2

(3m)]

-;-.
[(C/2)pU2(1

+ tan

2

(3m) 1

and the angle of attack is simply
{3m -

ao

== tan- 1

[(tan {31

+

tan (32)/2]

where ao is an arbitrary angle of zero lift. An elementary momentum calculation shows that Fy = pUg(U
tan (31 - U tan (32), while the axial force results from
pressure difference and is Fx = - t:,.p g, where t:,.p
is the static pressure rise across the blade row. Now
if CL and CD are specified as functions of the angle of
attack, then clearly the expressions for Fx and Fy
given above determine {32 and t:,.p as functions of {31.
Therefore this viewpoint is equivalent to that used
in the present analysis. Using the blade channel
approach, the outlet angle {32 and the total pressure
loss t:,.Pt are specified as functions of the inlet angle {31.
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This is closely related to the specification employed in
the present analysis, for clearly

and hence AP((3I) and (32((31) may be obtained directly.
It is interesting to compare the mechanisms of stall
prescribed by Emmons l and that suggested in the
present analysis. Emmons utilizes the fact that stall
restricts the flow through a stalled blade channel and
recognizes that the development of steady stalled flow
from the initial separated flow requires a time that is
the governing factor in the rate of stall propagation.
However this time is not calculated from the details
of the non steady motion, and consequently no stall
propagation speed may be determined. Emmons and
his co-workers seemingly overlook the fact that the
characteristic time is proportional to the peripheral
extent of the stalled region and therefore draw the
erroneous conclusion that stall propagation speed is
proportional to the wave length. It must be recognized, however, that Emmons' mechanism contains
elements that, if pursued to their logical conclusion,
would produce propagation speeds essentially in agreement with those of the present analysis. The fact that
Emmons et al. do not account for the influence of flow
downstream of the blade row is a significant but not a
decisive shortcoming. The "amplitude" of stall and
hence its peripheral extent and associated pressure
loss are essentially nonlinear effects that, because his
mechanism is not employed to full advantage, Emmons
does not determine.
In his initial treatment, Sears 4 employs the approach
of nonstationary airfoil theory, assuming an irregularity in lift near the stall angle but neglecting losses
associated with stall. He assumes, moreover, that
the actual stall lags a certain arbitrary phase behind
the occurrence of critical inlet angle, this lag presumably being associated with the time required for
boundary-layer separation, satisfying the Kutta condition or some other real fluid phenomena. It would
seem that the most serious defect of this mechanism is
its failure to account for the sharp increase in drag
associated with stall. At the suggestion of Rannie,
Sears improved his cascade characteristic in reference
5 to account for drag or pressure loss at the stall. He
employed the conventional "channel theory" with the
reasonable restriction that variation of discharge angle
with inlet flow angle is neglected; the concept of stall
phase lag, however, was retained. Since Sears solves
the nonstationary flow problem for both cascade prescriptions, the velocity of stall propagation is determined except for influence of the arbitrary phase lag.
Under special circumstances described later, the stall
propagation speed computed under this channel theory
agrees with the result developed herein. In both
cases, however, Sears linearizes the cascade performance in the neighborhood of stall and consequently
is unable to determine values for the extent of stall
region or the pressure loss associated with stall.

GENERAL THEORY OF STALL PROPAGATION IN SINGLE
BLADE

Rows

Consider a cascade formed by an annular element
of radius R from a rotating blade row. During normal
operation the flow relative to the cascade is represented
(Fig. 4) by a constant component U of axial velocity and
constant flow angles (31 upstream of the cascade and (32
downstream. Corresponding uniform values of static
pressure PI(O) and P2(O) exist ahead of and behind the
blade row, and, if (31 is close to the stall angle (31*' the
pressures satisfy the relation
P2(O) - PI(O)

=

Ap

= Ap*

+ b((31

- (31*) (l/2)pU2

During stall propagation deviations from the uniform
state occur which depend upon both location and time.
The problem may be reduced to one of steady-state
flow, however, by referring to a coordinate system x, y
moving with the velocity wR of the stalled region. Let
V be the undisturbed tangential velocity component
in this system; the quantities u, v are the velocity
perturbations and P the pressure perturbation associated with stall propagation. A subscript 1 will denote conditions ahead of the blade row and a subscript
2, those behind.
The correspondence between inlet and outlet flow
angles necessitates that perturbations A(31 and A(32 of
the inlet and outlet flow angles satisfy the relation
(1)

so long as the inlet angle is near the stalling angle. In
prescribing the static pressure jump across the cascade,
it is necessary to distinguish between stalled and unstalled regions. Denoting the compressor circumference by 27rR on the y axis, the stall will be assumed to
cover a fraction a of the circumference extending over
the interval - a7r ~ y / R ~ a7r. This pattern is repeated with a period 27r so that, as indicated in Fig. 8,
the actuating line is stalled in the regions (2n - a)7r ~
y/R ~ (2n
a)7r and un stalled elsewhere. Therefore the perturbation pressures PI(O, y) and P2(O, y)
immediately ahead of and behind the cascade, satisfy
the condition

+

P2(O, y) - PI(O, y)
(1/2)pU2
Ap*
(1/2)pU2

b«(31 - (31*); (2n -

a)7r ~

(2n
elsewhere

y

R~

+ a)7r

(2)

Due to the fact that the undistnrbed flow fields ahead
of and behind the cascade are initially uniform, the
pressure perturbations satisfy the Laplace equation
(02pr/OX 2)

+ (02pr/oy2)

=

(02P2/oX 2)

+ (02P2/0y2)

=

°

(3)

Furthermore, the pressure perturbation due to the
stall must vanish far upstream and assume, at most,
a constant value far downstream. Then for a pre-
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scribed state of steady operation the cascade performance given by Eqs. (1) and (2) determines completely
the pressure field for the corresponding state of stall
propagation. Now it is required further that the inlet
flow angle exceed {31 * in the stalled regions and be less
than {31 * in the un stalled regions. These conditions
may be met only when the stall propagation speed
wR and the length 2anR of the stalled region are properly chosen. Thus if there is a condition of stall
propagation which corresponds to a given set of inlet
conditions, the peripheral extent of the stall and the
rate of stall propagation are determined.
The flow angle deviations that are involved in the
boundary values of the problem must be found from
the pressure field. When the undisturbed flow angle is
t'J = tan -1 (V/ U), then the disturbed flow angle t'J +
fj.t'J is related to the axial and tangential velocity perturbations as
tan (t'J

+ fj.t'J)

= (V

+ v)/(U + u)

and since u and v are small
(1

+ tan

2

t'J)fj.t'J

= (v/u) - (u/U) tan

t'J

(4)

These velocity disturbances are related to the pressure
distribution through the equations of motion which,
for the present purpose, are most conveniently written
along and normal to the streamlines of the undisturbed
flow. Let the coordinate along the streamline be fT
and that normal to the streamline, v, as indicated in
Fig. 9. The equation of equilibrium along the streamline is
pU(O/OfT) (u

+ v tan t'J)

= -op/OfT

(5)

and has an obvious integral which is the familiar
linearized Bernoulli relation. The equilibrium equation normal to the streamline is

= -op/ov

pU(O/OfT) (v - u tan t'J)

(6)

and, by reference to Eq. (4), is clearly related to the
angle deviation fj.t'J. In fact, Eq. (6) is just
pU2(1

+ tan

2

t'J) (a/OfT) (Mf)

= -op/ov

Furthermore, the continuity relation for this coordinate
system says simply that
(a/OfT) (u

+ v tan il)

= - (0/0 v) (v - u tan il)

+ tan 2 t'J)

(%v) (fj.t'J)

COMPRESSOR

= op/OfT

BLADE

ROW
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function but that it is indeed the harmonic conjugate of
P and, further, that this useful relationship holds so
long as the vorticity in the field is small.
Far upstream of the cascade both pressure and angle
perturbations vanish and hence Eq. (5) may be integrated directly to
2[(uI/U)

+ (vdU)

tan ild = -PI

Noting that

Eq. (6) also integrates in a similar manner to
(uI/V) tan t'J 1 ] = ()

2[(vdU) -

The local flow velocities

UI

and

+ tan 2 t'J (udU)
2(1 + tan t'J 1) (V1/ U)

2(1

1)

2

are then simply

VI

= -PI -

()1 tan t'J1

(10)

+ 01

(11)

= - PI tan

t'J1

In order to reduce the problem to one of steady motion, the reference frame has been taken fixed in the
rotating stall pattern, but when dealing with inlet
and outlet angles of the blades it is necessary to consider angles that are measured with respect to the
blades themselves. Since the variation in flow angle
with respect to the blade is just

+ tan

(1

2

(3)fj.{3

= (v/r}) - (u/U) tan {3

it is convenient to write in general
(1

+ tan

2

(3) fj.{3 =
(1

+ tan

2

t'J)fj.t'J -

(wR/U) (u/U)

U tan t'J = wR

U tan {3 -

where w is the angular velocity of stall propagation.
In particular, the variation of inlet angle to the blade
row is, using Eq. (10),

+

2 sec (31 sec (}1fj.(31 = P 1 (0) sin ((31 - t'J 1)
01 (0) cos ((31 - ill)

= p/[(1/2)pU2]

P 2(0) - PI(O)

=

+ b((31

(2n -

() = 2(1

+ tan

2

(7)

il)fj.t'J

oj.

1

]
- (31*) ;

:0

yjR

:0

I

(2n

+ oj. f

= o() /ov

(8)

= -o()/OfT

(9)

oP /OfT
oP/ov

~ cos 2 (31 [(1 + w~ sin t'J1 cos t'J1)01(0) +
wR cos
U

which reduce the equations of motion to

These are the familiar Cauchy-Riemann relations which
state not only that () (and hence fj.(}.) is an harmonic

(13)

N ow the condition for the pressure jump given by
Eq. (2) may be written explicitly as

Then two dependent variables may be defined
P

(12)

where account has been taken of the fact that

fj.p*
[ (l/2)pU2

and consequently Eq. (5) reads
pU2(1

A

2

t'J 1P I (0) ] ; elsewhere

(14)

I
J

Downstream of the cascade the flow may be treated
in a similar manner. In addition to satisfying the above
condition on pressure jump, tre discharge angle variation fj.(32 must bear the relation to the inlet angle
prescribed by the cascade characteristic, Eq. (1).
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Then utilizing Eq. (12) and the fact that the axial velocity is continuous across the cascade, Eq. (1) may be
written

+

+

l

cos 2 iJz{ MO)
(wR/ U) cos 2 -odPl(O)
01 (0) tan -od
2
= a cos iJl{Ol(O)
(wR/U) cos 2 -odPl(O)
01 (0) tan -Od
(15)

+

+
l

Summarizing the problem, the pressure and angle
perturbations vanish far upstream of the blade row
while the pressure perturbation P2( OJ) and the angle
perturbation ~-o2( OJ) may at most have constant
values far downstream. Taken together with Eqs.
(14) and (15), which respectively express the physical
conditions that the pressure jump and the cascade
discharge angle are those prescribed by the cascade performance, the problem is completely specified.
STALL PROPAGATION WITH SIMPLE CASCADE
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is known (see, for example, Lamb 6) to be

(1/ 1T)

log {sinh (1/2) [(z/ R)

+ ia1T Jl

The potential representing the negative unit jumps is
entirely similar so that the desired harmonic function is
F( x y )
,

= -1 1m I og {Sinh (1/2) [(z/R) - ia1Tl}
1T

sinh (1/2) [(z/ R)

+

ia1T 1

1 (tan- l {tan(I/2) [(y/R) - a1Tl} _
1T
tanh (1/2) (x/ R)

+

a1T
tan _ 1 {tan (1/2) [(y/R)
tanh (1/2) (x/R)

l})

(17)

The function F(x, y) is odd in x; in fact
F(O-, y)

{~}

=

while

CHARACTERISTICS

The details of stall propagation are particularly
simple when the cascade discharge angle is unaffected
by the inlet angle and when the pressure rise across
the cascade is zero or ~p* accordingly as the region
in question is stalled or unstalled. In high solidity
cascades this condition may be nearly realized; in the
present formulation it corresponds to the case when
a = b = o. Then the pressure jump condition is
simply
P 2 (0) - Pl(O)

f
),

~p*

(1/2)pU2; (2n -

0

t
a)1T :::; R :::; (2n + a)1T f
y

; elsewhere

(16)

.

Since PI and P 2 are both harmonic functions, it is
convenient to commence construction of the solution
by obtaining the harmonic function that assumes
the values P 2 (0) - Pl(O) along the y-axis, is regular
elsewhere, and approaches at most finite constant values
far ahead and far behind the blade row. This is
easily done by recalling the ideal flow field associated
with an infinite row of sources or sinks. The complex potential of a unit source at the origin is just
[1/ (21T) 1 log z where z = x
iy is an arbitrary point
in the plane. The imaginary part of this general potential, the stream function, represents the flux of
fluid across a curve connecting the point z with any
fixed point of the plane. If z moves upward along the
y-axis at small negative values of x, the flux increases
by half the source strength as z passes the origin, the
change being discontinuous for sufficiently small
values of x; and thus 1m(l/1T) log z possesses a unit
jump at the origin. Then clearly the desired harmonic function may be constructed by a superposition
of such jumps; more precisely it may be constructed
by superposing a negative unit jump at each point
y = i(2n - a)1T and a positive unit jump at each point
y = i(2n
a)1T. The positive jumps, considered separately, correspond to an infinite vertical row of sources
with spacing 21TR, and the resulting complex potential

+

+

F(O+, y)

Furthermore, as x _ OJ,
F( OJ, y) =

~ {(1/2)

1T

[(y/R) - a1T 1 -

(1/2) [(y / R)

+ a1T Jl

-a

and similarly
F( - OJ, y)

=

a

Now the perturbation pressures PI and P 2 can differ
from a multiple of F only by an harmonic function
that is regular except at certain points of the cascade.
Its form is determined by the remaining condition to
be imposed, Eq. (15), on the cascade discharge angle.
From the fact that P and 0 are harmonic conjugates, it
is clear that the supplementary harmonic function being sought can differ from the conjugate of F by, at
most, a constant. Denote this function C(x, y) such
that
oC/ox = of/oy,oC/oy = -oF/ox

Then the pressure fi~ld may be written
PI

=

P2

A [F(x, y) -

al

~p*

[ (l/2)pU2 - A

+ BC(x, y)
]

[F(x, y)

+ al +

(18)

~p*

BC(x, y) -

a (1/2)pU2

and the field of flow angle perturbations as
01 =

O2 =

-AC(x, y)

+ B[F(x, y)

[(1/~~:U2 -

-

al

+
B[F(x, y) + al + aC

A ]C(X, y)

(19)

where A, B, and C are constants to be determined.
Now the angular velocity of stall propagation wand
the fraction a of the compressor circumference which
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is stalled for a given inlet angle are determined by the
perturbation of inlet angle which is induced by the stall
itself. Referring to Eq. (13) and substituting the
values for PI and OJ, the inlet angle perturbation may be
written

+

al
(20)

C(x y) = ~Rllog {sin (1/2) [(z/R) - ia11"J}
,
11"
sin (1/2) [(z/R)
ia11" 1

+

it is clear that C(O, y) and hence, in general, 1::./31(0, y)
have bgarithmic singularities at the edges of the stalled
region, y/R = ± a11". Therefore, the only possibility
of satisfying the condition that /31 = /31* at these points
is that the coefficient of C(O, y) vanish in the expression
for the inlet angle perturbation. Therefore

A cos (/31 - 'lJ 1) = B sin (/31 - 'lJ 1)

(WR/U)2 = 1

+

tan /31 tan 'lJ 1) = B(tan /31 - tan 'lJ 1) (21)

and employing this to simplify Eq. (20), the expression
for the inlet angle perturbation becomes simply
!::./31(0, y)

= A [F(O-,

y) - al
2(tan /31 - tan 'lJ1 )
A
2(wR/ U) [F(O-, y) -

aJ

(22)

The determination of constants A and B requires
imposing the condition on cascade discharge angle
given by Eq. (15). In the present example where
a = 0, 1::./32 = 0 and consequently
O2 (0)

+ (wR/ U) cos

2

'lJ 1 [PI (0)

+ 0 (0)
1

tan

'lJd =

0 (23)

Substitution of the proposed solutions [Eqs. (18) and
(19) J gives, due to the linear independence of F(O-, y)
and C(O, y)

[(wR/U)AJ- [2(1- tan 2 'IJ1)(1
tan /31 tan 'lJ 1) JB

+

[2(1

+ tan

0

(24)

'lJ1) - (1
tan /31 tan 'lJ 1) JA
[(wR/U)BJ = {!::.p*/[(I/2)pU2Jl
(1
tan 2 'lJ 1)

(25)

+

2

=

+

+

+

tan 2 'lJ 1)C = [(wR/U)Al [2(1
tan 2 t?J) - (1

+

+ tan /31 tan 'lJ

1)

J (26)

It appears immediately from Eq. (26) that the downstream flow angle !::.t?2( <Xl) is unperturbed by the
stall. Comparison of Eqs. (21) and (25) gives directly
that

A = (1/2) {I::.P*/[(I/2)pU2Jl
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+

tan 2 'lJ 1

(27)

There remain two homogeneous relations, Eqs. (21)
and (24), to be satisfied and this may be accomplished
only if their coefficients are related-that is, if there

+ tan 2 (31)/tan/3d

=

CSC2/31

(28)

As indicated while discussing the physical mechanism
of stall, the propagation speed is independent of the
peripheral extent of the stalled region in conformity with
the experiments. Since the critical item in determining
the propagation speed is the inlet angle to the cascade, it
seems reasonable that the propagation speed is independent of the stream deflection in passing through the
blade row. It is not surprising that this is identical
with the result obtained by Sears,5 when tl:e phase
lag associated with his assumed pressure loss vanishes.
The extent of the stalled region must be determined
through consideration of the actual distribution of inlet
flow angle which is now known explicitly to be
!::./31

or

A(I

BLADE

exists a relation between the inlet angle and the speed
of stall propagation. Dividing these two relations gives
simply

wR/U = (1/2) [(1

But since

(1

COMPRESSOR

or in terms of the inlet angle relative to the blades,

+
+

2 sec /31 sec 'lJ11::./31 = [-A cos (/31 - 17 1)
B sin (/31 - 17 1) JC(O, y)
[A sin (/31 - 'lJ1)
B cos (/31 - 'lJ 1) J [F(O-, y) -

A

= {i/[4(wR/U)J} [F(O-,

y) -

al
{!::.P*/[(I/2)pU 2 l}

(29)

+

The total angle of attack /31
!::./31 must equal /31 * at
the edges of the stalled region, and, since F(O-, y) is
discontinuous at these points, the proper limiting value
is its mean, which is equal to 1/2. Therefore the condition 1::./31(0, ± a11"R) = /31* - /31 determines the fraction of stalled blade region to be
a

= (1/2) - (/31* - (31)(CSC 2(31)4{ [(1/2)pU2l/!::.P*}
(30)

So far as the dependence of a upon /3J is concerned, it is
predominantly the factor /31* - /31 which affects the
result, the variation of csc 2/31 being small under usual
circumstances. It is clear that the stall will first appear
for angles below that which would cause the cascade to
stall uniformly. On the other hand, the inlet angle /31
must exceed /31* by a certain amount before the entire
blade row is stalled. It must be kept in mind, however, that the solution becomes inaccurate long before
this condition is reached since the linearization rests
on the assumption that a « 1.
The propagation speed wR/ U is shown in Fig. 10 as a
function of the inlet angle. It is of interest to note that
the propagation speed is particularly insensitive to
variations of inlet flow angle in the neighborhood of
/31 = 11"/4, a value that is usual for normal axial compressors. This is certainly related to the observed fact
that the propagation speed does not vary markedly as
the compressor is throttled. The manner in which the
stalled fraction a increases with inlet angle is shown in
Fig. 11 for the particular values of /31* = 11"/4 and
I::.p*/[(I/2)pU 2 l = 0.5. It appears that a rather
narrow range of inlet angle is involved in passing from
the first appearance of stall propagation to a completely stalled blade row. While this is probably realistic near the onset of stall, it is certainly in error as
the stalled region grows. The pressure rise !::.p* has
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a strong influence upon the angle at which stall first
appears as well as the range of angles over which stall
propagation is possible. The angle {31 for incipient stall
propagation is decreased for a heavily loaded blade
row. Physically this says simply that the "relief" on
other blades due to a region of stalled blades is greater
when the stall involves a larger loss of pressure. To
illustrate this influence, the variation of a with {31 is
shown in Fig. 12 for values of .:1p*/[(1/2)pU2] = 0.5,
1.0, and 2.0 with the inlet angle (31 * at which stall occurs
equal to 45°.

The condition on the outlet angle, given by Eq. (15),
now gives, upon substitution of the explicit forms for
the pressure and angle perturbation fields, three relations to determine the constants A, B, and C.
(tan {31 - tan (h) [1 - a(cos 2 (3dcos 2 (32)]A 12(1
tan 2 'iJ 1) - [1 - a(cos 2 (3dcos 2 (32)]
(1 + tan 'iJ i tan (31)} B = 0 (35)

+

{[2

(1

STALL PROPAGATION WITH GENERAL CASCADE

The results of the previous section are somewhat
modified when the pressure rise across the cascade and
the discharge angle from the cascade depend upon the
inlet angle near the stall. The pressure field ahead of
the blade row is of the same form as before

= A [F(x, y) - a]

+ BG(x, y)

(31)

but the downstream pressure field must be modified in
order to satisfy the general condition on pressure jump
given by Eq. (2). In the stalled region the pressure
drop is now l.:1p*/[(I/2)pU2]} + b({31 - (31*) so that
the pressure field downstream of the cascade could be
chosen as

+ b({31 - (31*) - A) X
[F(x, y) + a] + BG(x, y) a((.:1p*/[(I/2)pU2]} + b({31 - (31*»

(

2

'iJ I )

(l-a~:::;:) X

-

+ tan 'iJ1 tan (31) } A + (tan (31
2

CHARACTERISTICS

PI(X, y)

+ ~ ~~R~;~] (1 + tan
1 _ a cos (31) B

=

cos 2 {32

(1

+ tan 2 'iJ

I)

were it not for the fact that the pressure rise across the
cascade is proportional to the inlet angle perturbation
in the installed region. N ow since the formal expression for the upstream pressure field is identical with
that employed in the solution for simple cascade characteristics, the expression for .:1{31 is general and hence
P 2(0, y) - PI(O, y) = (b/2) [A/(wR/U)] (1 -

in the unstalled region.
for P 2 (x, y) is therefore

=

P 2(x, y)

.:1p*
[ (1/2)pU2

+

[F(x, y)
[F(x, y)

a]

+ 1]

a)

+ BG(x, y)

- (31*) - A

-

b

]

A

1 {[ .:1p*
=2
(I/2)pU2 +

b({31 - (31*)

]

..;-

(1 - a) X

+ b({31

]

- (31*)

(32)

inasmuch as F(O +, y) + 1 vanishes in the stalled region
and is equal to unity elsewhere. The corresponding
flow angle variations are then

(h = -AG(x, y)
.:1p*
()2 = - [ (1/2)pU2
B[F(x,y)

b

+

+

B [F(x, y) - a]

b({31 - (31*) - A

A

[1

+ a] +"2 (wR/U) (1 -

]

G(x, y)

a)G(x,y)

b(I-a)]

+ 4 (wR/U)

(38)

which reduces to the previous result [Eq. (27)] when
b = O. Now by dividing Eqs. (35) and (21), as was
done for the simple cascade characteristic, the corresponding result is obtained for the speed of stall propagation
(WR/U)2 = 1

+

tan 2 'iJ 1

+

[2a cos 2 {3d(cos 2 (32 - cos 2 (31)] X
(1

+ tan (31 tan 'iJ

1)

Upon elimination of 'iJ b the relative inflow angle, the
propagation speed becomes simply

X

2 (wR/U)

.:1p*
-a [ (1/2)pU2

(36)

where as before the constant C = 0 so that the flow
angle far downstream is unperturbed by the stall.
Furthermore, it follows by comparison of Eq. (21) with
Eq. (36) that the constant A is just

wR/ U

A

+

C = (tan (31 - tan 'iJ 1) [1 - a(cos 2 (3dcos 2 (32)]A
12(1 - tan 2 'iJ1) - [1 - a(cos 2 (3dcos 2 (32)]
(1 + tan 'iJ 1 tan (31)} B =0 (37)

The appropriate expression

+ b({31

.:1p*
[ (I/2)pU2

b({31 - (31 *) ]

= ((.:1p*/[(I/2)pU2])

P 2(x, y)

- tan 'iJ 1) X

(33)

+

+ aC

where, as before, C is a constant to be determined.

(34)

= [1

+ a(cos

2

(3dcos 2 (32)] csc (31

(39)

Since a is, in general, a positive quantity, it appears
that the influence of discharge angle deviation is to increase the propagation speed over that which would be
obtained with a fixed outlet angle, a = O.
This value of the constant A, which has been obtained in Eq. (38), allows computation of the inlet
angle perturbation according to Eq. (22). Thus
.:1p*
b(
*)
(1/2)pU2+ (31-{31

[F(O-, y) -

a] (40)

(wR/U)+(b/4) (I-a)

and using the same reasoning as that employed in the
problem of the simple characteristic, the fraction of
the blade row periphery which is stalled is
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tan {31 = (1/ cp) - tan

Normal performance of compressor stage.

"f

(44)

so that the value cp* of the flow coefficient for which the
normal stall occurs is cp* = (tan (31
tan "f)-I. Furthermore, the total pressure rise ~Pt across the rotor is,
for no losses in the blade row,

+

1
2

[( 1

COS2 -(31) csc 2{31 + bJ
+ a --2
COS {32
8

(41)

where terms of higher order in {31 * - {31 have been deleted. Eqs. (39) and (41) give stall propagation speed
wR/ U and the peripheral extent of stall a as functions
of {31 alone for fixed values of a, b, and ~p*/[(l/2)pU21.
Since the value of a is usually small, the variation
of outlet angle is not a strong influence on stall propagation speed. Since cos 2 {3r/cos 2 {32 is usually less
than unity, it is not probable that the propagation
speed will be augmented by more than 25 per cent in
this manner. The corresponding small influence upon
the peripheral extent of the stall region is to decrease
the range of inlet angles for which stall propagation
may be expected. Similarly the inlet angle where stall
propagation will first occur is increased by an increase
in the cascade discharge deviation, a. The most influential factor in determining the extent of stall regions
for a given inlet angle is the cascade pressure rise ~p*,
as was found to be true with the simple cascade characteristic. The influence of the slope of pressure
characteristic at the stall is illustrated in Fig. 13 where
the variation of a with (31 is shown for the same values
of ~P*(1/2) p U2 used in Fig. 12, with the exception
that now the slope is taken equal to 6.0. A large slope
of the pressure characteristic, such as that shown, may
exert considerable influence in reducing the range of inlet angles for which stall propagation is observed.
PERFORMANCE

U/(QR)

where Q is the angular velocity of the rotor and ~Pt
is the mean increase in total pressure across the stage.
Then the compressor characteristic is given by plotting
if; versus cP as indicated in Fig. 16 where the performance is shown for normal operation up to the stall point
that would be reached if all blades stalled simultaneously.
N ow according to the velocity diagram the inlet angle
{31 to the rotor is

-IN

, . 0.8

=

19 5 5

if; = ~Pt/[(1/2)p(QR)21
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The results of the analysis of stalling performance of
a cascade may be employed to estimate the performance
of a simple compressor stage, Fig. 14, which consists
of a rotor following an inlet guide vane, which will be
considered infinitely far upstream. Then referring to
Fig. 15, the absolute outlet angle from the guide vane is
'Y. It is convenient to discuss the compressor performance in terms of the two conventional parameters,
cP, the flow coefficient, and if; , the pressure coefficient.
These are defined as

or in terms of the pressure and flow coefficients
(45)
which holds up to the stall angle. Thus specification
of the flow coefficient and pressure coefficient is equivalent to specifying the inlet and discharge angles from
the rotor.
Referring to the compressor performance of Fig. 16,
it is clear that, as the flow coefficient cp is reduced, a
point is reached where stall propagation is first possible. This is just the condition that a = 0 and,
assuming for the moment the simplest cascade characteristic where a = b = 0, it follows from Eq. (30) that
~p*/[(1/2)pU21 =

8({31* - (31) csc 2{31

{31 ~ (cos 2 (3r/ cp2)
(cp - cp*), and, consequently, the value CPt of the flow
coefficient for which stall propagation first appears is
N ow according to Eq. (44) {31 * -

CPi = cp* [ 1

+ 41 (1

- </>* tan

"f)

~p* ]
(1/2)pU2

(46)

Actually, of course, .the stall can not start with a region of arbitrarily small peripheral extent but must
involve at least one blade channel. Under usual circumstances this represents a negligible influence on
CPt·
The total pressure loss involved due to the propagating stalled region is simply equal to the static pressure perturbation far downstream of the blade row, the
change in kinetic energy resulting from distortion of the
flow field being of second order. Thus, according to
Eq. (18), the pressure field perturbation far downstream
isP2(oo) = -a{~p*/[(1/2)pU2J} and hence the change
~if; in pressure coefficient due to stall is just
~if; ~ -acp2{~p/[(1/2)pU21}

(47)

The pressure loss is thus simply proportional to the
fraction a of the circumference which is stalled. so that
utilizing Eq. (30) of the previous calculation
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- ¢* tan 'Y) 1 (¢, - ¢)

D.y; "'" [-2¢* /(1

IN

(48

Therefore, as the compressor stage is throttled, stall
propagation first becomes possible at a flow coefficient
¢t; as the flow coefficient is reduced farther, the pressure
coefficient falls below that which would occur in the
absence of stall by an amount proportional to the reduction of the flow coefficient below ¢t. To the present approximation this reduction continues until the
periphery is entirely stalled-that is, a = 1, at which
point the loss in pressure coefficient is simply
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Actually the small perturbation analysis employed is
invalid when a becomes of appreciable size, and losses
computed under these circumstances are at best of the
proper magnitude.
For the general cascade characteristic the flow coefficient for incipient propagating stall is

(

1

COS2 f3 *
9
+ a cos
f3> + 32 b sin

2

2

f31*

) })

(49)

while the change in pressure coefficient D.Y; due to stall
becomes, neglecting terms of small order,
D.Y;

=

-

2¢*

[ ~l~--¢~*-ta~n-'Y

(

2

1

f3 *)
+ a COS
C~0~S~2~f3-2* +
2(1

1

+ :an

2

f31*J

(50)

The principle effect of variations in pressure rise and
cascade discharge angle due to changing inlet angle is,
under normal circumstances, to increase the pressure
loss somewhat.
To illustrate the influence of propagating stall upon
the compressor performance, consider the arbitrary
compressor characteristic given in Fig. 16. Under conditions of uniform flow the stage stalls at a rotor inlet
f31* = 51 0 30' and at a corresponding flow
angle of f31
coefficient ¢ = ¢* = 0.56. Assume further that the
guide vane discharge angle is 'Y = 28 0 , while a = 0.2.0)
and b = 6.5. The parameters employed are approxi-
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mate1y those values for the guide vane and first rotor
near the root of the compressor employed in the experiments of Rannie and Iura using vortex blading. As
the compressor is throttled, the first possibility of stall
propagation occurs, according to Eq. (49), at ¢i = 0.6.
Then as the flow is further reduced, the pressure coefficient drops below the normal characteristic by an
amount that is easily calculated from Eq. (50). The
resulting performance with propagating stall is shown
as a broken line in Fig. 17.
Now suppose, as is usually the case, the flow through
the compressor is reduced by adjusting a throttle downstream of the compressor while the compressor speed
is held constant. Then the pressure rise D.Pt imposed
upon the compressor is proportional to U2, or in terms
of the compressor parameters y; = K¢2, where the
coefficient K depends upon the throttle setting. Therefore the states of normal operation and propagating
stall which correspond to the same throttle setting lie
along a parabolic "throttling" curve such as that
indicated in Fig. 17. It is probable, there being some
indication from the experiments of Rannie and Iura,
that the stall propagation does not appear as soon as
the flow coefficient ¢i is encountered, but, rather, the
transition from normal operation to stall propagation
takes place as the result of instability of the former at a
flow coefficient somewhat less than ¢i. In this case the
transition must be to that state of stall propagation
connected by the appropriate throttling curve.
The values of stall propagation speed for the compressor stage follow directly from Eq. (39) using the
relation between flow coefficient and rotor inlet angle
given by Eq. (44). Since the speeds of propagation
are usually observed relative to the fixed blade rows,
the significant quantity is (Q - w)R, and the ratio of
absolute angular velocity of stall propagation to the
rotor angular velocity is just

I

This speed of propagation for the compressor stage is
shown in Fig. 18 at the performance conditions of Fig.
17. The stall propagation speed observed by Rannie
and Iura is about 0.3, and it is of interest that the value
of propagation speed computed near the onset of stall-
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that is, at cp = O.6-is in remarkable agreement with
their value. In view of the facts that a two-dimensional theory has been employed and that the interference of neither the guide vanes nor the stalled blade
rows downstream of the first rotor is accounted for,
the agreement must be considered, in a certain measure,
fortuitous. Although the magnitude is essentially
correct, the only discrepancy seems to be the variation of calculated propagation speed with flow coefficient, while the experimental value appears constant over a wide range. This feature, however,
is simply a result of the linearization. For whereas in
the linearized analysis the flow approaches the stalling
blades at nearly the undisturbed upstream flow angle,
the real flow approaching the blades is strongly disturbed by stall and seems to adjust itself to almost a
constant flow angle, regardless of how severely the compressor is throttled. Consequently, as was clear at the
outset, accuracy of the calculation can be expected
only near the condition of incipient stall.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the experimental data that are available at the
present time, it appears that the model upon which
the foregoing analysis is based is a realistic one and
contains the essence of the phenomena that have been
observed. Based upon this model, the features of
stall pt'opagation-that is, the extent of stall regionthe pressure loss associated with stalled operation together with its attending effect upon performance, as
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well as the speed of stall propagation arise naturally
and simply. Discrepancies in comparison with experimental results on propagation speed cannot be
interpreted as inadequacy of the model until either a
more detailed experimental investigation of the mechanism is undertaken or the results are extended to
situations more nearly approximating those on which
observations have been made. Extensions appear
logical in two directions: the effect of mutual interference between adjacent blade rows in relative
motion and stall propagation in a three-dimensional
actuator desk.
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